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BACKGROUND
The Houston City Council approved the Resolution on January 17, 1990.
On April 22, 2003, the PARD Director prepared an Interoffice Correspondence to the PW&E
Director, detailing the existing and proposed One Percent Set Aside for Road Construction
procedures to be used by both Departments to satisfy the requirements of the Resolution. This
precipitated the July 10, 2003 LOA, signed by both Department Directors, which included a
proposal to compile a list of projects which had been bid prior to July 1, 2003. The
appropriation for those projects was known as the one-time “true-up” Request for Council Action
(RCA), CUIC NO. 20JEV13, which totaled $760,316.
PARD prepared written procedures with their “One Percent Set-Aside Program” document
dated August 4, 2004. PARD also drafted “Procedures for Allocating, Appropriating, and
Expending Funds Related to the One Percent Set-Aside as Outlined in the City of Houston
Resolution No. 90-3” in April 2004. On an annual basis, PW&E has compiled a list of eligible
projects to determine the amount of funds to be appropriated. A RCA for the maximum 1% of
construction cost from eligible projects was appropriated by PW&E.
We examined RCAs CUIC NO. 20JAK559 for $181,486.36 passed January 4, 2006 and CUIC
NO. 20MLL44 for $209,043.82 passed June 13, 2007. As part of our review of the three RCAs,
we examined Contracts No. C56540, Hutchinson Exterior Design and C56850, Texas
Landscape Company.
PW&E provided PARD with copies of the RCAs and the list of projects included in the
appropriation. PARD then inspected the projects, designed the landscaping, and determined
the number of trees to be planted. Once the design and number of trees were determined, bids
were solicited, and a contractor awarded the contract for landscaping the eligible projects.
After the conclusion of Fieldwork, the Audit Team was made aware of an Interoffice
Correspondence from the former PARD Director to the Legal Department requesting an
interpretation of the Resolution, dated June 1, 1992 entitled “1% Landscape Funding”. A
response was sent from the Legal Department, dated December 16, 1992, “Subject: Landscape
Funding from Bond Funds”. Copies of the correspondence were forwarded to both PARD and
PW&E for their review.
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AUDIT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
GENERAL
I.

INADEQUATE CONTROLS AND LACK OF JOINT PROCEDURES

FINDING
The procedures currently performed by PW&E and PARD relating to
execution of the RCAs and the controls related to the accounting for the
appropriated funds were not adequate as they did not identify and/or
prevent the following from occurring within each Department:
PW&E
•

Our review of the appropriations for eligible projects revealed a
double
appropriation
for
the
project
identified
as
San Felipe: Yorktown to Chimney Rock for approximately
$29,149, occurred in RCAs CUIC No. 20JAK559 and
CUIC No. 20MLL44. This resulted in the overspending of $29,149
by PARD.

PARD
•

The Audit Team identified some 1% projects that had insufficient
funding to allow for adequate landscaping or had excess funding,
which was not needed. The amount of necessary funding to
complete the landscaped project was, however, within the same
appropriation.

RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that both Departments coordinate with each other, arrive
at a common understanding of the Resolution, and determine procedures
to comply with the Resolution. The procedures at a minimum should
include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification and verification of eligible projects for the source of
funding
Timing of RCA submittal to City Council for approval
Identification and prioritization of sites for funding landscaping
contracts
Accounting practices, reconciliations, and resolution of appropriation
for projects with insufficient funding as well as excess funding for
landscaping
Fixed controls and control owners
Audit provisions, timing, and frequency
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PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
II.

LANDSCAPING INELIGIBLE PROJECTS

BACKGROUND
PARD received a copy of the approved RCA, CUIC NO. 20JEV13, which
lists the total 1% appropriation and the individual amounts for the projects
eligible for landscaping. PARD sent out bids and then subsequently
awarded contracts for landscaping for those projects.
FINDING
We examined two contracts for landscaping during the scope period and
identified park sites and other locations landscaped with 1% funding
which were not construction projects appropriated by PW&E. Contracts
No. C56540 for $646,094 with Hutchinson Exterior Design and C56850
for $113,515 with Texas Landscape Company were approved to
landscape 36 projects, 13 of which were not 1% construction projects.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that in the future, PARD follows any fund expenditure
restrictions detailed in the applicable RCA and/or the joint procedures to
be written by the Departments.
III.

MAINTENTENANCE NOT PROVIDED AFTER CONTRACT EXPIRATION

BACKGROUND
A provision in each contract for landscaping states “The twenty-four (24)
month maintenance period shall commence after the initial inspection and
approval date of the tree planting”. Each contractor awarded the bid for
landscaping by PARD is required to provide maintenance after the initial
planting.
FINDING
PARD does not have any procedures in place to maintain landscaping for
projects after the contractor’s contract has expired. Without continued
scheduled maintenance, the projects become unsightly, such as the
esplanade landscaping project on North Wayside – Ley Road to Tidwell.
Some trees planted died, and some appeared to be unhealthy from lack
of care, and as a result the spirit of the Resolution is diminished.
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RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that PARD, in their annual budget, include upkeep of
projects from 1% funding. Also, explore other options in collaboration
with PW&E.
IV.

INSURANCE COVERAGE

BACKGROUND
Contractors are to maintain insurance coverage for the term of the
contract as indicated for the two contracts reviewed for the scope period.
Each contractor’s term was for 2 years. A provision in each contract
states, “Contractor shall maintain in effect certain insurance coverage and
shall furnish certificates of insurance”…
FINDING
It was noted that Insurance Certificates for contractors Hutchinson
Exterior Design and Texas Landscaping Company policies had expired
prior to the expiration term of the contracts. Renewal certificates were
requested, but not provided.
The contract for Hutchinson Exterior Design was completed on December
14, 2006. The insurance coverage for automobile, Worker’s Comp, and
general liability expired July 26, 2005, September 24, 2005, and
December 6, 2005 respectively. The contract for Texas Landscaping
Company was completed on April 19, 2007. The insurance coverage for
automobile,
Worker’s
Comp,
and
general
liability
expired
August 17, 2005, January 1, 2006, and April 4, 2006 respectively.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that PARD establish controls and procedures to ensure
contractors maintain current required insurance and that the Department
is provided with properly executed Insurance Certificates throughout the
contract term.
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